The origin of the asymmetry between the amounts of matter and antimatter in the early Universe, leading to the domination of matter at our time, still remains a mystery. Many potential solutions have been explored, but a mechanism based on CP-violation (i.e., breaking a combined charge and mirror image symmetry) seems to be most promising. 
The Proton Electric Dipole Moment (pEDM) Experiment As a Very Sensitive CP-violation Probe The proton beams will be injected into the ring with their spins polarized in the same direction with momentum ( 0). They will be stored under in an all-electric ring. In case of a measurable EDM, vertical spin component will grow over time. The rate of this grow is proportional to the proton EDM. Fig. 2 . The ring will be composed of a sequence of deflectors and drift regions. The deflectors are essentially concentric plates with some curvature. They will be separated by 3 cm, through which the beam will pass. The deflectors will be separated by drift regions. The drifts will host the measurement and control units like quadrupoles, BPMs, RF cavity etc. The figure is not to scale for better visibility. It is utilized for synchronizing the particles to the ideal particle. This makes sure that the momentum of every particle will average to the "magic momentum" (See Figure  5 for additional information). Fig. 5 . The longitudinal electric field in the RF cavity oscillates in the revolution frequency of the ideal particle. Therefore the ideal particle comes to the cavity at zero phase. However, the slow particle reaches the cavity in a positive phase and gains energy inside the RF cavity. Similarly, the particles with larger momentum than the magic reaches the cavity at the negative phase. Then, the RF cavity takes out some energy from the particle. This makes sure that every particle has a magic momentum on average. 
